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PREFACE

t '14

;','This,paper reports the researnhand findings

thisproject, Basic Skill-beVelopment Through Vdcational Education.

TasiD concerns the 4iiection of .standardized tests .of basic 'skills for_

for T6sks D and F of

7.*

-purposes of diagnosis. Task-F focuses on assessment ` instruments for.° .

measuring basic skills related-to occupational competencies. The purpose
..

.

of hOth tasks is to identify and materials for.

,.

will help secondary vocational instructors, to develop -the

0-

their students..-'

.

eCtihg which
.

sic skins of
o

Standardized tests which are, recommended'for-use in vo atiOnaI

,educaii8n settings are. listed and described in Chapter'One. These recom=

mendatibns are carried_to the point of cpediVing -how diagnostic, -testing

will be-Presented-in the prgartis Resourde arid
.
Teacher .

0 - - .
. '..,
. v - ., . .. .. -,

The sehondlnhapier focuses'on competency instruments which will aid
,

vocational educators in assessitigthebasic skills of their students. This
',

..

.
chapter

It

begins,with -a_ brief description of-the requi nts faced hyestudents
.

for proficiency in basic skills': ,Then 'each set of requirements is discussed

ininterms of°the;nomPetency instruments recommended for its assessment.'

Finally, recommendations. are made for the inclusion of assessment instru-

ments in the.,projectis Resource and Teacher Guides.

. .

This paper ends withfour appendices. The first two concern Stsn-

7dardized tests.(i.e.N. those kreened.out after review, and/formats.for .

reviewof-tests). The third appendix lists texts which have-kocatally.

relevant testing_materials built in: The foiirth appendix lists references
.

related to readability analysis. 0

. .-
.

Thanks o,to C. Walker since. an 'important aspect of the Basre

Skiti Develo ene'Thrott Vocational Educatidn projectmhas been the1M
,

A . ,.

.careful-',Alliew of the standardized tests...land competency assessment.
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instruments. 'The results -of this work
t
which are'reported in this paper

form, a firm basis forthe major project deliverables, the Resource and

Teacher'6uides%* Thanks also goo L. Snyder f'or her competent typing

of the final draft of this paper. *-

O

James A.,Dunn
Principal Investigator and
Director,. Cornell Institute for

e Ocpupational Education

f
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in reading, mathematics, and communication. Unresolved issues regarding.

the use of diagnostic tests in vocationalprogramS are discussed and

This task consists of identifying diagnostic tests of basic skills

STANDARD ED TESTS (TASK D)

CHA TER ONE

'recommendations for-their.resolution are made. After,introducing the
concepts'of diagnostic' testing and basic skills, this paper discusses
criteria for selecting tests to IA described in the ftojecC.s Guides.r

Then, four types of diagnostic tests are described, and the suitable tests
. .of each type are listed by'name. Finally, means of using such tests to

improve vocational instruction are recommended'.

The Concept of Diagnosis

Diagnostic testing of basic academic skills involves the use of tests
which provide a profile of strengths and needs for each student. These
tests have separate sets of items for each of a fairly' large number of

objectives (i.e.,10-40)or-otherwise teachable skills, the obfectives
. being stated in terms of reading or mathematics curriculum. By reporting

a,separate score for each objective, these.tests enable interpretation in
terms of what'studehts-cat and =mot do. Diagikostic'tests contrast with

survey tes;s, which give-stores for a few broad domain t. of achievement such,

as reading comprehension or problem solving.'

' A diagno tic est in reading or mathematics is really a battery of
subtests. Its u fulness for-instruction comes first-from the' specificity

with which the basic skills are defined. Skills are defined narrowly7 ,

and explicitly enough'sn'that scores for individual objectives can be
related to specific'les§ons or instructional activities. That is, diag-

nostia tests support -instructional prescription. As an aid in prescrip-,

-tiony a .number of test publiiherS sell curriculum guides which"..cross.:'.74,7-'

--reference-their test's-objectives to the scope and sequence charts and to
.

. '

11/
the lessons In, major series of teaching. materials.



A second,prope rty of diagnostic tests which supports instruction is

their rapid yeporting of scores to teachep. Many of these batteries are

equipped with templates'for easy scoring on-site, and the machine coring

byublishers-is faster than that for conventional survey testing. Thus,

the'results are more available in the optimdl time frame for instructioial

planning.
1.6

Critefion -referenced tests (CRTs) anrsonie norm referenced tests (NRTs)
Ipr.

are designed to support diagnOsis. The main difference betwe en thbse

two types of-tests is in the'form of score they emphasize. lgrEent cor-
.

*rect or proficient /not proficient are the primary types of sr<es for

CRTs, whereas comparative measeses suchas percentile norms, grade-level

equivaleT, quartiles, and stanines arecommonly reportedfor norm2refer-

enced test4.. The distinction is like the difference between a runner's

. time for running a race and the runner's place of finish. The runner's

time is an absolute or criterion-referenced-measure of achievement, while

the runner's place,is a comparative, or nbrm-referenced measure of achiever

went. The absolute or criferion-referenceS measure is a mofe,direct index

of what a pupil knows or can do. Ih this sense,'criterion-referenced

.tests are generally mote useful in competency7based'prograe!sj
si

Criteria for Selecting Diagnostic Tests

Many widely known tests of basic skills are not useful for diagnosis

and prescription. Published reviews of most standaidized tests have'

generdllY been critical of their technical merits; and teachers are gener-

ally critical of these tests for giving scored that are 'too general to be

diagnostic. MoreoVer, some tests are explicitly advertised as diagnost-ic,

while most are not. In response to:this situation a set of criteria for

screening tests wAs established for this project. These criteria,ushown

In Figure 1, will be listed in-the Reso urce Guide.

2

1.0
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4.
Eigure l

CRITERIA FOR SCREENING DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
1

4

1. Ready availability. 2,or maximum usefulness to vocational
teacher, tests neecTO be available on call. Ms criteria
excludes secure tests, that is, tests that. are not readily.
available to scho61 systems, and fugitive tests such as thOse
that are printed only imesearch journals.

-,.
., 1. Appropriateness of grade-level coverage.. Chdly tests coveting

. levels of skill that are remedial for high school students will.

. be included. Each of the tests cited in the Resource Guides
cover at least part of this range: fourth through eighth grade
level Of skills. .

. a

3. Adequacrof the development process. Only tests which have
been revidwed,during heir development, fie.ld tested, and
shown to be fellable will be included.

4.

.S.

I

6.

(

Prescriptive usefulness. In order for tests to support educational
prescription, they must-be tknly-diagnostic of skills and deficits.
To be, diagnostic, tests, must give scores for a variety of explicit
andsteachable.objectives and they must have generally more than
two items per objective. _This ratter requirement reduces error of
mpasurement, which-basair.inyerse relation to the number of items
that measure the indiiidUar skill-.

.

Availability-as
ranging all the
individUal,test
relatively, many

4.

-a battery. Tests are sold.in a variety of packages
way from:brie-I survey forms to collections of many
forms. Included,heMare tests which can measure
objectives in a -Small number of sittings.

6: Suitabilityqor.testing_groups of students. At least two of the
, Otherwise suitable diagnostic tests on the market require One-on-
onetesting Such.tests require a:high 'investment of adult time in
return for-scores on small numbers of.students. They are excluded,

here on ground of practicality.



Two categories of tests discussed berm -require some relaxation of.;

these criteria: made-to-orders tests and tests of. writing. A vade-to=

order test is ptepared to measure a unique set ,W objectives. Field '

testing of every such test prior to its use would be prohibitively expen-

sive', so the requirement for evidence.of reliabiaity must be relaxed here.,

Nevertheless, an indirect control on quality of these tests' can be exer-

-cised:- ,by including only those custom-made test services whose ready-,

made tests in reading andmathemafics show evidenceof reliability. This *

Tractice is sound, because the publishers use the same asic pools of

'test items for theirreadymade and made=to-order teats.'

I

, .TestS of writing raise another issue. Most tests which purport to'
. . . .

.

measure Writidt skills do mot use actual samples of students' writing,
? f 4.These .tests are often diagnostic in the sense that one test form 'will -

,-give scores for seyeral.specific skills; such as punctuatton,,capitaliza-
. , ,

. ..

,capitaliza-

tion, usage, sentence structure, spelling, and the like. However, 'multiple

. -.' choice testsshow only whether: ttude4 can recognize the dlifferences
.---- ....

between better and poorer writing, not whether students can peoduce pass-
,.,

4, + f
'able writing.. There.appeir to be. only two carefully deliefoped teats o'f

. .

writing samples in the right grade range4.vach-of,whieh' has a' multiple

choice component as Well. These two are cluddd in the listing below,
.

C

-.

'even ithoUgh the validitY of the scori,g rests it the harids of the user.
.

.
' . .

.
AO

-

'Recommended Diagnostic Tests.

Search and Screening. , %
.

ToidevelOp a list ad suitable diagnostic tests,_ a s arc and screvang ..

of existing tests was'c4rried out.. The search'relidd'mainly on catalogs

of test publishers and the latest books of .test reviNws as.sourcs. These'

Buros'
, ?Es

CSE
.

.,,,..

books include Eighth Mental Measuremenfs'Yearb'ook, CSE Elea- .

tary School'Test Evaluations (Hoepfner, 1970, CSE Secondary School Test , ,.,-,

. 4 .
.

'&;

Evaluations (Hoepfner, 1974), and the CSE Criterion-Referenced Test Hand- .
-,

.

..,.. .. . ..
book (Walker, 1979). Conversations with Joan Knapp of : Educational Testing

..1...s-

--

Crvice and Ralph Hoppfner, now at Systems Development' Corporation,
.., A-. .

0
11..f. .

r;

.

. i . . i .:-.- --. -4
.,, ,

,--. .

II
2"
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;
,.suppleMented this search. Test materials were either ordered for review

at Cornell Institute fOr Occupatio 1 Eduction or screened at the. Cornell
,

Guidande and Testing Center. Techn aladequacy of tests was judged by the

criteria in the SgE volumes and diagnostic power was judged by examining

each test's form for repoiting kndividtal pupils' scores:

110

Types and Nines of Diagnostic Tests

Seveill types of diagnostic tefts met tht screening criteria and,

warrant recommendation. Theseiriclude both tests diet were originally 1

designed to support instruction and tests which have had diagnostic power

added after the fact through the medium of detailed score reports. Each

type is described briefly below, and the exemplars, which met the screening

,criteria are named.

4

-Criterion-referated-tests. The term criterion- referenced test refers

hereto tests whose items measure explicit objectives and which provide. .

absolute scores foreach_objectiid. Items are' selected for these tests

mainly Oil-the'basis of content validity, twhat.is, their congruence with
_i.e.-. . the, test's objectives. The objectivedare selected on the basis of expert

judgment itcPan analYS-Id of_. the indtructionarmatFials.. Around 60 such
.-. ---__ '.4ists of basic skills are on themarketnow,.most. of which were screened

.

,--'...,-''

,......,

ontfor=not-havirig-anyHdiiidence of reliabIlity. The following subset' of
.

,
.

.. criterion-referenced tests met the screening criteria, hence are recommended:
-,-,-,,,-

From CTB McGraw -Hill

Assessment. of Skills in Computation

. Diagnostic Mathohatics Inventory _

Everyday.Skillsjest in Reading and Mathematics

Performance Assessment in Reading

PrescriptiveRadding,Invfntory

-4 Testd of areryday Writing Skills

.FroM,Educational'COMmidsiori of theSttes

4 NMI'. Released EXerdises in Readitg acid Mathematics



From Educational and Industrial Testing Service

Tests of Achievemerit in Basic Skills ( Mathematics)

From NOS Education Systems

Wisconsin Design for _Reading Skill Development: Study Skills

Ftom Psychological Corporatipn

i Metropolitan Achievement Tests'Instructional Tests.

Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test

Stanford Diagnostic-Reading Test

0 o

Norm- referenced tests. Norm-referenced tests are typically designed

togive scores on a few broad domains, such as reading comprehension, in

terms that tell where aetudent ranks relative to other students. That

is the scores are in terms,,Of rankings rather than degree of proficiency.'

The skills to be tested erg chosen on the'basis of experts' opinions and
-

analyses of instructional materials.. Once test items are written, they

are selected on the basis of their statistitll'prouties. -Specifitally,

items are chosen ,to have a mid-range of difficulty at the tartetgrade

level and to correlate stronglrwithirEdiViduale' scores for the' whole set

items., This selection process has the intent and result of maximizing
.

lity of measurement. However, it has the cost of excluding skills

which are generally well taught and -well learned. Thus a great.deal of

the domain -olibasic skills is not covered.

The main differeireebetwee criterion-referenced and norm-referenced

tests.ispot,in the tests the selves, but lartheir scores 'and inte?preta-
-

tion. The line beiWeen the two types of,test blurs wheri normative scores
It*.

are provided for each objective of a criterion- referenced test and when
. _. .

raw stores are provided for small item clusters of a norm-referenced test.
.

'Absolute or competency - based scores are generally more
\
Teleliant in voca-

.

. i

tional-edudation, but normative. scores can be diagnostic if they are for
.

*Retitle teachable skills: . 4k

.. J..
tv

_.- . 1.

---- -- 2, .

Three types 4-norm-referenced tests of basic skills were reviewed

.
rtee'poSsibleinclusion: the-most widely used ones (e.g., Sequential Tests

6
-3

14
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(

of Edvational Progress Battery), tests recommended for our review by

other profedsionals (e.g64Test of Adult Basic Education), and tests whose
'

' '. titles suggested that they are relevant (e -.g., Diagnostic Testsin Mathe-

matics). Thefollowing tests are recommended since they met the screening
$ ..,priteria:

.s

From CTB McGraw-Hill

( .% Z.

- California Adlievement^Test

Coraprehensive Test of Basic Skills

Test of Adult-Basic Education

From Educational Testing ,Service

ETS Basic Skills ASsessment

From Psychological Corporation

MetropOlitan Achievement Tests:-. Survey Battery

Stanford Achievement Tests

Test of Academic Skills

Ft's= Science Re ch Associates

SRA Achievement Test Se

40'

g

A listing of tests.screened,out of the category of acceptable norm-.

referenced tests'il"gi'Ven in Appendix A. Tile list of acceptable ones is

short because few of the publishers maie,tr43.f diagnostic scores available.
.

Only a small number of publighers bridge the gap betweefilsroad comparative

scores and instructionally useful scores. They have done this by dividing

the total set of test items into a fairly, large number Of homogeneous

-,--,blusters, then providing separate scores for each-of these cluSters.

These subscores relate. more directly to instructional plann.ing than do total

. test scores, because they more closely correspond with "sons or instruc-
.

AOtional activities.

. -

Custom -made or made-toorder teats. A number of commercial pub/iSherS
-

will Custom-make tests in response to special orders from test users.

The pwblisherlorovides a list of objectives for which .it has .test items

7
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0

in stock, add the user chooses from this lisi the objectives for

made-to-order test.

The unique.advantage of this t e of resource is its ability

to metal almost any curriculum with:a.wholly-relevant ,test. IncOntrast,

ready-made tests are designed to fit many curricula in a general way,
0

but no single curriculum very well. Not only could a customizing service

create a test to fit a conventionA curriculum in reading or mathematics,

but also it could create test of basic skills dor any particular occupa-

tion .

There are two disadvantages, to these services. First,'the lead -time
(

for acquiring custom-made tests is fairly long: six to.eight Weeks from

recelpt.of the order. Second, the cost 'is much higher than thatfor

ready-made, tests, due mainly to the;requirementfOr a sizeable minimum

order.

One rehdiWiyailable solution to thoge'problems is to purchase a

non - commercial item bank for the purpose of custom-making tests on-site.

Item bankg are discussed shortly below. Two other possible remedies would
,

equire a greater degree of administrative leadership. For one, a con-

orifdra.of test,Users could be. formed among tigers who Have a common ndedi.lt
.

- They could athi-6e econOudes of stale,in-buying custom-made tests and then

7

stock the tests'at-member schools for ready use. _The second remedy would

involve krsuading a commercial publisher that there is a market for new,

vocationally relevant testsof basic skills. The publisher could make'

up such tests from its customizing service and Carry them.as regular

'catalog sale items (i.e ready-made). .

...

Of the six commercial customizing services that were found, three

;belong iippblishers44iode parallel' tests are veil field
,

%titifid";-''-ithese'tiiree'are.::

0 MAStety. Custom :TestS

by Stienee'Research Apapciates,

-.1iy'CTB'McGraw-Hi2dran4-
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I SCORE OrUerioniReferenced. Tests
by Houghton-Mifflin-

'We

Objectives-baseritemhanks. An item bank is'a large collection of
,

test items 'that-can be' selectively comblired

Since the items are g'rouped' according to

ban"ks,are called objectivesbased. Three

districts and schools,'thus they are a re

an-site. ~ Thos.threp banks,-which meet
:.e

following.
1 k

Item Banks Package

by Northwest Evaluation AsSoCiation

114/4 IER Criterion-Referenced Objective and rtem-Bank
'by Institute for Educational Research.

Resource Items for Minimal Competency Testing
by Education Comiission-of the States

into tests as the
'

user wants.
.4

the objectives they measure, the

of ,these barks are for sale to

source for custom-making tests

the screening criteria, are the

./these banks Cover a wide range-of objectives and grades-in reading
and mathematics. The first tWO,41which were developed by consortia of.

school distri ts, have been Rasch scaled. -Thus-, the tests they yield give-

-

scores in terms o oth instructional'ob*jectives and level of functioning.

A Format for.Test Reviews

The, Resource-Guide will list and review diagnostic testa. Several

different formats are available for the test reviews including prose,

numerical ratings of the' characteristics of tests, qualitative ratings,

and-a,mixture of these.. The'most infliiential reviewer of tests, Buros

(l978) has a mixture- of deaCriptive informatiO6-(eg.,,prices, levels, date

-Of-puUicatiOn,,Publisher) in -,rather abbreviated, standard form along wit
critical-essays. Different tests are reviewed by different authors in

.

'Iros;z the content ,of the essays varying considerably from .author to

kiUthcir. Ihvcodtrast,-the CSE.revIews,of norm - referenced tests (Hoepfner,

97,4'v1970 are given 'in uniform two- dimensional matrices "of numbers:
,

e .nn hers which
,

demand.a'great deal of interpretation, are &ings-of.

th&q4ality of a; lar':ge number of test features. A third format combines

9-



I

qualitative rating of test feitures with description of a standafd set

of featuressuch as levels, prices, scoring options, and, the like-.
Aro

In this project diagnostic tests have-already been evaluated, in

effect, during the screening. Thus, an evaluation component is not needed
....

in the Resource Guides. It is verb' desirable for the reViews to presen

_. information in a standard, readily accessible form so that readers can '

find what they need to know and can compare'tests. The form should be

easy to use and.relevant to the user's needs. tot 'I s

Two typeg of users are envisioned for the.test reviews: a consumer
. .

of test results and a person who is involved in selecting tests. For the

. e.former, a diagnostic Score report, and guidelines for,interpreting it will

be needed. It is likely that some guidelines for interpretation will apply
. .to all-tests and someyill be-test-specific. The former may gb in a

Teacher Guide. For the test selector, a thorough'description of each test
.

te

be useful in addition to the sample score report.. A recommended,,

model of one such test resew is given in Appendix B.

Recommendations For the Resource and Teacheetui es

Both.the'Resource and the Teacher Guides will be wri
,

.that vocational teacher are consumers of test results, t are not gen-

ten on the, thesis

;
erally test- administrators or main resource persons in reading and mathe-

;..4.

maEicq.- ',W,t7dadher Guide will be designed to support, among other things,
w.

diagno sis n.;ongoing;v§cat struction, while the Resource Guide will

have informatton.that will support test selection and the planning of a

testing program. Audiences for the Resource Guide would include curriculum,

CounselinZand-teitint,specialists.

'n, k

A issue In the discUssion_oft edtesting is whether vocational ut
,:-=-= cation is to means for improving basic skills or instruction in.basic

.
.445111..-s-to,be.the means for improVing studentsperforMance in their "
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vocational programs. This issue bears not only on the aims.of the

project, bdt also on-whether the focUs of diagnostic testing will be
basis skills in general or entry-level basic skills for specific jobs (or

.sets of jobs). Rather than recommend a choice,we will suggest,a criterion

for making the ch-Ol.se. In 'general terms, the criterion is: what -is most
likely to make a difference in_Students' learning. Specifically, the
choice should make sense to vocational educators inthat if should fit

'their skills, resources,, work load., and aspirations for, their students.

°Otherlpise, they are likely to'reject the diagnosis of basic skills.
I

Resource Guide

4;The Resource Guide will have sample diagnostic score; reports, advice

on interpreting each of the tests listed...9.<pove,' and recommendations for
making a testing program meet theneeds of vocational teachers. The rec-
ommendations will refer_to selecting tests, timing of testing, and means

for facilitaping the use of scores. -

For instructional purposes,the best type of test is one that permits

real diagnosis by reporting'a profile of specific strengths and needs. The
differences between diagnostic and other tests will be explained, and the

non - diagnostic nature of many, familiar tests will be pointedout. This
point will be mm e by referencetti samples of forms for reporting indi-
vidual eSescores..%-Di&erehces between ready-made and custom-

made tests will be dis igaT7iiia-thoupe of the latter will be explained.

- .

AdvIce or interpreting each ;t will be .based on a mIfer of factors,t

-includihg thejtumbets-of it per objective, specifint y and number of

objectives, and the dts on the t t'S (or its obectives!) reliability.

The output will be types of decisions which, each test will suppoft. An
impottant theme throughout will be the imperfect nature of test 'Scores

and the flexibility with which t'hey. must be interpreted.,

Eor

4'



Advice foi facilitating the use of test scoresywiil refer to methods

.for identifying job-relevant or generic basic skills, the potential role
.

of basic skills in writing Individual Education Planp, resource persons
V iP

who cOuid aid in making_instructional decisions, and how and when these.

persons could be most helpful. Alternati ves for getting test results or

prescriptive information into the hands of vocational teachers will be

included as well.

Teacher Guides
. 4 .

Information in the Teacher Guides will.differ'froM that in the

Resource Guide in that it, will deal with diagnostic tests in general,

rather than specific tests, and will include some lese formal diSgnOstic
4

processes. The:three vain topics will be decision making, clinical indica-
.

tors of deficiencies, in basic skills, and informal diagnosis. Decisions
*

about students' strengths and`-needs can be'made by comparing test scores
,

to a standard of proficiency, comparing scores with the typical scores of

local criterion group s Ideal students who are clearly proficient,

marginal, and clearly, needy), or 'by using absolute and normative scores

help-interpret each'Other,t-
- 1

s
"*.

Clinical indicators are behaviors by which a student reveals weaknesses

'in basic skills. These include such clues.as avoiding reading, doing

reading assignments very slowly, consistently mispronouncing words (not.%

to be confused with having a diaiect),trYing.to,getother students to do

computations, and making errors in following, written or oral directions%
. .

Informal diagnosis would not involve the assessment of skills so much as
a

the assessment of the student. A method'of.last resort, it wouldc.inyolve

comparing a student's.scOres on standardized tedts.with scores of local.

criterion groups. Rather than pinpoint specificstrengthsandsneeds it .

. .

. .

would serve to confirm the teacher's judgment Omit an individualls overfill
.

need'for remediation.
3

O
4
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'CHAPTER TWO

.ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS (TASK Y)

.,. \.
.

liec . ..
,

.
.,,

\ a
-

Vocational students re required to use basi4c -skills with pro-
,

ficiency,at three early points in;their lives -9' vocational pro-
,

.AA
t

grams, in eAtry-lev'ei jobs, and in, the role of adults. This section -'
J;

reviews, th se demands for proficiency and reports on e- search for mate-
als to s port the teaching and test 'occupational basic skills.,

eco ations for the project's Gu e made throdghout. %.

Ba'si'c Skill'RequiiAments

,...-4.

A
N ,

S
.

a
1

4,7,

..
. .

t' /Demands Made by Occupational Programs .-:4 .

#. r- ..-..4, 4 -._'...' 34
'"Arocational students -have to be able to read and gommdnIcaee in.c.prder

...r

to:succeed in,thAir occupational prograis. Three &Ogees of difficulty,
fdr students are technical vocabulary, text, a4clgrapbics. Materlals'to

i °-help vocational teachers witheach of these are, discuOsed next.-
. ..-

'''
,

.
;

%
.

, .

Technical-vodabulary. Tn entering any specialty pne hastoo
.

master. ..

the technical vocabula'INry, that is,
A

.thezverbal-tbOls oft-the trade. Thes,
l'
,terms encodethe basic-concepts'Of a.speailty add enable effective,c

.

.

muniCation abOut_wbrk.-,As such they comprise basic occupational skill
. . . . 4

which students'must ma4er. to.'supceedin any progieMr. he i, . . -_ :...-',,,_ P-...: ''.1, .. _which vocational, teacherwIgeign to:iiocabularyis showntby a survey of,.... -_. _

over' 400 teachers in-eight different occupational progrant areas in Flo da. _ - . 1 ..-
-(Reamfinri, T979).- :These., respondents 'rated the iMp.Crtanc4'of:j8 skills i

six:teething reading. Ailt..-t, onteht Skil,ls which Sarned4heh1grui s: -
.ratings four relate to votahularSr and. ttie"Uga Of sourceis like. groSeartes

. .

paitTaitc F, a search was conducted for resources that identify

-.basic.` qccuPatiopa k terms and tell hoW--to teach them. - One major work of
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. . 0' ''',1,.
.0 , .;:, ^.. f!,-3" '4 . ''

very high quality wa'sliound: the V..batgaf-4-aTaing Power- program. It .

ps--a----)- A - 0
': has both a module on how to teach vAdbudary -in.,-,a%contewp° elr program. area

and a set of key word glossaries in SP" Oe .-f6.14' Advertising to '
, ,

...4- ,..,
Welding. The glossaries give'multipla mean,ingsafotltraqiterms, guides to.

.... 4-.. . .

pronouncing each term, and some illustratit ,p.ggy-alp4:r,t;?$6,that vocational
, -

teachers will not be limited to these sets of' e,Ostthef,rilOdule dp feach-t_%
. z; ,-. ,. 4 .ing vocabulary tells how to identify special .td5RS:11-any4dxt-. .. In

% -. , 4, '-.... ._ ,

liOddition to this one comprehensive source, foili"ftex ''lebr.building --40
, 4 4 z , ' ,

reili t .4dons]. vocabulary are cited in Appendix, C.
%E.(

. NS-,.,,,, :et, I 5 ,,,,, .,
. . . 4 . - - . 6

It is recommended that this project not tr4 _replicate the efforts
,t

of Vocational Reading Power (VRP), bUt rather rise its Materials, as models

and resources. In the present project's Guidesi. methbda:f7br identifying

'and teaching vocabulary should be described, follbwing and 'explicitly
, .

dieditgin VRP. . Excerpts from the VFP glossa, iesoahould-beigiven both for
'.. i

, i- v

itliUs tretion and for directing- the vocational teacher to the Original
-1-. . . ,.

.sources;
. .... :-

k 4

5

Another type of vocabulary should be included 1n the project's

_Guides, ticat is,.the basic terms of mathematics.' often students' difficul-

ties An mathematics are verbal in origin, so vocational teachers should
0

be made -aware of this problem and given resources to deal with it' in the-
-.

Teacher Guides.

.

Text. Reading, 'comprehension is affected_ -by bbih the student's skill

and the difficulty of the lext. Difficulty, often called, readability,

scan be measured'wth.standard methods which mere developed by authorities'
o-like Fry, Flesch,, end 'Chan.. These methods Shod' that teXt becomes .har der

4

a

,

to read, in. geneial, as sentences get longer allA' aa0o7o4s get 1tnger and

less familiar. By using any of these methods, oirtor:dan compute, an index -of:
b-

difficulty thas expressed "in grade-level terms., ,4'.
.

...
. ,,

,, .

Voational educators may find readability measures usefulin several

days. First, .peacherg, may, select texts at a leVel AXE- didfficulty. that 'is

a

14



right for their students. Next, they may plan the length and type of
.assignmhnts according to the difficulty, of the materials. Finally, they

May adlup't their teaching methods to accommodate the materials' difficulty.

A search was conducted for practical sources on readability. Two
types of sources were found: mettiod's for analyzing the difficulty.of

text oneself, and existing analysesot
the readability of vocational texts.

Appendix D lists these sources.

s.

.

. In vocaqonaleducation,the Vocational Reading Power project
(AppendixD) uses a computer program to analyze text. An operator types
-the text at a computer terminal, and the program gives an analysis in

terms of several measures of reading difficulty. A somewhat different
computer program for.analyzing readability is available from authors at
the FEnsacola Junior College (Appendix

° Nat only are the computer,Programs available, but three extensive
analyses of vocational texts have been conducted and reported. One, by-the.
VRP staff, analyzes over 160 vocational texts which are populapin Minne-
sota. Foreach text four readability indices are given and'a measure of
the.variation in reading difficulty within, each text is provided. This
report is.not yet available to the public.. A.secohd analysis, doneby
the Broomfield (CT) High school Reading Depaittent, covers more than 200
vocational texts that are used in-Connectiqut. For ,each text it lists the

: Msch.readability-index, an index of usability, authors, publisher,.
date of copyright, and-evaluative remarks. 'An earlier analysis of,.,

-.vocational texts,. done by the Cornell Ipsisitute 'for Oocupational nucationf
is also listed-in Appendix D.

One peculiarity of

or standard readability

,texts' contain6 as loc of

-iiregiibliitt by being. long

There,are, howeVer, two

vocational, reading materialo?eakens the. usefulness

analyses!' thd'.technical vocabulary in vocational

long words. Loag words inflate. readability meas-
,-and by-being uncommon in general reading matter.

reasons why vocational terms prObably do not

15
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oincreasereading difficulty for vocational students as they.do for the
.

general read214 First, those terms. are used commonf7'in vocational ion-

iexts. ,Second, technical vocabulary should be a separate target of

vocational instruction. When it is, that practice makes the reading

-material less difficult for' thode students, irrespective of its measured

-reading level.

ThiS discussion supports several concrete recommendations for the

project's Guides. One is that technical vocabulary be stressed in the

Teacher's Guide as "' a potential obstacle to reading,'and that methods for

teaching technical terms should be stressed as leading to both fluency and

literacy in the vocations. Second, methods for doing readability analyses

should be given in the Resource' Guide, as should 'citations of computer

programs for such Analyses: But an adjustment to the traditional methods

should be provided. This adjustment will treat technical terms as short

words in the instructional units following the unit where they are intro-

duced. Finally, summaries of the published analyses of readability

should be reprinted in the Resource Guide for ready reference, along with

suggestions for using such data.

Graphics. Much of the information in instructional materials for.

vocational classes is in the form of charts, diagrams, pictures, and other

graphics. Students' understanding of their lessons can be as much affec-

ted by the comprehensibility of the graphics as it is by the readability

of the text. FactOrs-affecting the comprehensibility of graphics have

,,the potential to inform the selection of materialsplapning of assign-

.,menC6,,end modification.of teaching methods._

Despite this line of reasoning, three factors support the recommen-

dation to omit from the project's Guides any treatment of the difficulty
,

of graphics. Firit,-vqcational teachers rate reading assignmentsin

.graphics as being relatively unimportant. In the-Florida study cited

'earlier, the -six *aching skills related to graphics. (e.., pictures,

.1 sketches, figures, diagrams, blueprints, maps, cartoons, graphs, charts,

_Schedules,-tables) ranked an average of 49th out Of 58'in importance.

4-16 2
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'Next, a search of articles on the construct iisualliteracy shows that it'

has not yet developed a consensus or any strong instructional implications

Wittich'and 'Schuller, 1973). Finally the available- sources do

not specify teaching methods for overcOming;students' problems in under-

standing graphics.

Demands Made by'Entry-Level Jobs

The world. of work makes its own demands on students to be proficient
in the basic skills. The original'intent of Task F/was to find tests of

-job-relevant brit skills which would permit judgments 6b be made of entry-.

level competence. These tests were seen 'as measures of the success of

remediation. The searchffor such tests referred to the following sources:
catalogs of major test publishers; catalogs of text.publishers in the

vocational field;the'ERIC search for Task E; research staff and bibliBt 1-
graphies of the Rdgional Curriculum Coordinating Centers 4a Vocational

and Technical Education; lists of tests from the est Collection of 'Mope-
.

tionel Testing Service; and officials of National Occ potions). Oompetency
-Testing Institute and the Ohiplinstructional Materials Laboratory.

Al 10

One body'of relevant testing materials was found: test items that

are Built into bhsic skills curriculum for the vocations. .Such items

are called'problem Sets, post- tests, achievement tests, or assessments and

are given at ands of units, at ands of books, in teachers' elides, or.
,

completely separately. These items were,considered tests only when the

answers were not.given in the materials for-students. Neither the relia-

bility df these tests nor their level (entry or otherwise) is indicated '

in the secondary sources that were consulted. These vocational curricula

with built-in_tests are listed in Appendix C..

. .- ,

The teXts.listed in Appendix C 411 be includedin the Resource Guide

tochelp vocational teachers select-materials. Thi6 listing, althOugh

'Useful, leaves many gaps: Another,approach is- open which-involves a dif-

ferentapplication of rgiouiCes ntified earlier for diagnostic testing.

17
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. , ._
.

These sources are made -to -order commercial .tests and item banks.
. .

. .

Although the test items in these iesorces are not phrased in occupa- ..-
. .

ons' terms, 'they cans be selected to fit the exact basic skills of any-

occupation. 0

. ..
' The services of commercial test customizers are ,quteexpensive,

owing to Athe size of minimum orders, and have a levtime of six weeks or
.-.

,
.._.

more from receipt of orders. .In contrast le non - commercial item banks..
.

._

are lower in Cost and allow very quick prepar4tion loinsite of tests'to
r- :

. oraer. . I.

.. .

,
.

One recommendation is for this project.to deVeloP some protOtypes

:. of'suchteSts and 'verify tReir'acceptabiliY an4.practicality with a -

sample of:vocational teachers.kPrototypes may be develope#from item
.

.

, _.

banks in the public dOillai *Ilia .are on hifittc such as the State, of Cali1(4

fornia Proficiency Assessmen
ample*ercises-and_4

the Downer's, ,Grove

item_bnkl.(ERIC is ED 066,494through 066541). Sample tests .could be

pillottested in theformetive'stages of the Guides'so,ns to inform the

denieitin tO emphasize or de-emphakiz.o 'resources for custorr-makind tests.

31.

t

Oik,finding that these job- targeted testerOf,bssiC
1

skills are accept-

able: to teaCheis, the project should prepare. two types of supporting

materiSie.- -2116,-first iS'in indeXing which matches.entiylevel jobs with
-,, -;,,,, , I-

tfieinique-sets f' prerequisite,_ skills. The Ohio State taxonomy
, .--k ,\ t

indexrepcited.in is a model, for this matching.device. Such an index
%-- .: - ,..?

'04 a ow teachers to aentify the foh-relVent basic skills to teach-and
, . . ._ 1.,

'Oo teet. ThUS,it igill provide recip&Pt cqstom-making.tests.

...-. Thepacher's Guide shouldhave a'second aid to making up tests: 'a
.

. . . .
,

. ..
. .,

.

-SeCtIon-bn how to use' item banks and how to set standards -for Rassing
(.

general advice On' problems 4 iestingi(e.,§., practicellfecei, guessing)
,....,

31-
.

shouIal:e-.:giAn.here-too. . .,

. .

beMinds uade*by-Adnit-Life'
-4.

. . .414** ,4

The need for. competencies'in basic skills to survive as an independent:

adult is hard to deny. Yet'the factthat-su*skills are lacking in many.,
- 4,0

7

z
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a

'-edUlts has caused increasing public concern and increasing pressure on
high schoglk to produce graduates who have the minimal competencies. In

resiOnsp,..ifearly. 0 states have, adopted Trograms for esting minimal

competencies and 17 of them have made a passing score' on inch a test a
requiremene for graduation from. high school. These graduation tests are

taken here to be proXy.meaeures of proficiency in 'the basic skills needed
for adult life.

Testing to award high school diplomas, and the. system of objectiVes

and tests lepding up to that point, haVe,implice'tions f or the vocational
program. Vocalional teacher's can-tbritribute to -students' attainment of the
competencies, and he students' employability may depend on heir exhibiting
e competpcies on the test.

.

It Is recommended that the Resource Guide include prescriptive steps

to make vocational instruction and testing for graduation support each
*4

'other. .-fieeeed on an indexing of
. job-relevant basic skills, -this, section will

direct' a-resoUrce person to identify the objectives that are _common to

the Thal grfrduation test' and to each 'of the jobs, being learned. The
-resoutte....09dcm then give lists of these intersecting skills to .bpth

tift indi.VidiialIS Vocational teacher and teachers who are the main source
V-of instinct -on in 'thelasic.Skills. Each can work from these .lists to

.

support the others' effort§.

. Summa y iof Recommendations for the Resource ,and Teacher Guides

A nuiiber. of recommendations
for .the Teacher's- and Resource Guides

are -made ,in this -chapter.- These deal with technical vocabulary, readability
,of;-teTct, 'testing of accuPational basic: skills,, arid high school graduation
.reqiiiteMents. Regarding technical -terms, it is-recoMmended to use higi?

-44alipUtIished work as sources and models and not to duplicate previous
_4.

develoOment,effdrts.' Nathods' for teaching technical terms, including
.-thoseof suathamatids, Should- be included" in the Teacher's Guide.

*' TWoresOurces are recommended for use' in determining the reading level

19
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of texts: formulas (or computer progams) for doing original analyses of

readability and results of analyses of vocational texts. An adjustment

tS'traditional formulas is recommended in order to reflect the fact that

cational terms are familiar in vocational settings. The Teacher's Guide

ihoul ave'specl.iic suggestions for using the.output of readability

studies wh ch -take account of the strengths and 'limitations of these

analyses.

Two types of testing materials are

texts of:occupational basic skills (e.g.

Communication) a111 made -to -order tests.

recommendedt tests embedded in

, Basic English for Business

The former should bt.listed in

the Resource Guide, In developing resources on made-td-order test./t.

would be 'best to pilot test some prototype nsi'ruments. A finding that

*teachers need and went such tests would justify our then writIng directions

for the use of item banks eot the Teacher's Guide.

20
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Appendix

.NORM-REFERENCED TESTS THAT WERESCREENED.OUT AFTER REVIEW
O

410

Adult Basic Learning' Examination by Psychological Corporation.. The ABLE

,gives only five scores for the range of basic skills, hence' is not

'diagnostic. The scores are for vocabularY,,-ispelling, reading,

computation, and problem solving.

Adult Basic Reading Inventory-by Scholastic Testing Service. The techni-

cal soundness of this'test is not documented by the publisher.

Adult Performance Level Examination by the American CollegeTesting

Program. The APL -gives only four scores in. basic skills (reading,

writing,. computation, and-problem solving), so it 'is not diagnostic.

Armed Services Vocational Aptitude- Battery by U.S.. -Military Enlistment
<-7;

Processing 'Command. Only fou,ofthe twelveSubteats relate

dirett* to basic academic skills.

-

At
1'

Diawnstic,Math,Test by Fran Steenburgen PUblications does not offer any

rePori. oft eld testing for reliability,
,

111

,Diagnostic ReadingScales by CTB McGraw-Hill: These arse diagnostic in .

,the area of phonics, but not inthe. remainder of reading. Thus their

scope is notapprOpriate here.

':--DiagnoStic Screening-Tests: Mathematics+by Facilitation House. Field'

,;teStinkand-reliability'data-are not given,-

4
.

iagnOstia TeSte inMatheMatics by Guidance Center. Field testing and

:ieliability= data .iii7nOt reported.
.

25
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b%

Differential Aptitude Tests by Psychological Corporation. The DAT is not

diagnostic, of basic skills because most of the scores are for other

variables while the scores for basic skills are given in.very broad

terms.

Durrell.Listening-Reading.Series by Psychological Corporation. In

addition to having low reliability, the test is not clearly diagnostic.

Gates-MacGini4e Reading Tests by'BobbsrMerrill. The 1978 edition *yes
.

only two scores for the whole domain of reading.

GED Tests of Reading, Mathematics, and Writing'Skills by Contemporary

Books. The.numbers of items per *objective in reading and mathema-

tics are very low, and the lest of writing skills =is entirely

.multiple choice.

Iowa.Test,of Basic Skills by Houghton-Mifflin. The ITBS gives only two
I

scores each for reading and mathematics, so it is not diagnostic.

McGraw-Hill Basic Skills System is, for college-lbound students, thus is
't

not At the-appropriate level.

Mechanics of Written English by Purdue University Research Center

. does not use a writing,sample.

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress. by Educational Testing'Servite.
,

Although this battery measuresreading, writing., listening, and

.ritheMaticS 'there -e.re orly Ore or ---two 'Objectives" per area.

USES. d4neralAptitude,Baltery byU.S. Employment Service. Only two of

the nine-scores deal with',baSic academic Skills.
-

4*
Ifidelange,Achievement Test by Jastak. This popular,t4st gives only

three-Scores-for a 15upil:r spelling, reading, and arithmetic.

sr
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Appendix h'
SAMPLE OF A FORMAT FOR REVIEWS OF TESTS

DIAGNOSTIC MATHEMATICS-INVENTORY*
John K. Gessel

DES6JFTION
4:

A reiiision of the earlier Prescriptive M thematics, Invenfory; the DMI
seven -level diagnostic Casting system grades 1.5 through 7.5 plus.

'111.-e following 11 categoried of skills- are covered: Pre-operationat:'con-''cepts, 'counting, matching, ,addition of single digits, addition of integerswith more than 1 ogi-e; stibtraction of integers, missing addenda and fac-tors, sequences and-inequalities, measurement, -plane' figures, and inverseand place value. The DMI hes. from 37 to:179 multiple choice items perlevel', with each item testing a separate objective. The 'number of choicest'
per test item ranges from 5 to 10. For math ,at- this broad level--
of description--"mee:eurement ,"' "subtraction of le :-Luilibers with regroup-
ing.," "segments, lines-, rays"--the number, of skills r level varies from11 to 39 and the number of items per skill from 2 to 8.

To support claserotiiiiinstruction, the following optional meter' 1;,s areavailable: interim, tests for monitoring pupils' progress during .t year, .
learning. activities 'guide's`, guides---indexing the DMI to math tekt serie
/end guides' to non -text "teaching materials.

PRICES',

Teit;':hOokacoiue,'in4a&ages of 35 with an, Examiner's Manual. At the...upperfour Jive* the 't*iisabld test books are 54-61c per,pupia.. Machine;, cored
answer liheets, are 13.c=160',Per,Pupil in sets,- of 50; hand scorable

- 29q1-40o.'"in.seta of 25. Consumable practice exercises :for..Ievelinup-upiis,
ore4giving the diagnostic tests are offered 'for 11,c pa? pupil fr-n sets

The Teieherle 'Guide, serving all levels, is $3.25.* Examination.
per level; $16.4 for an all-level kit. Date of information:

.

-14,44--teat'44*--a: iiic4.-tido'.7poilltikl.erials for individual items, 0.-2bs,
, --- teat4eteat 'reliabilities, and item-difficulties. Estimalted norms are

,4iiYi41.W.q4ilable : -' '-'. . ,

*i

.curriculum index which keys the test items and,
n the following text series:
listed here)



_SCORING

Tests are machine scored at a cost of 70C to 97c per pupil. The basic
service includes all of the following: _responses, summaries by total . -

scores of the group. For. tax additional cost of 15C. and 25c per (pupil
respectively; group and individual diagnostic reports are available.
Estimated :lotus are opti,anally available. Publisher says that the approxi-
mate time for returning scores to the user is 15 days from receipt.\
. The next page shows the form scoring,wil1.taie.

. *CTB McGraw-Hill, 1975
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Appendix C

4

:-TEXTS 'ON BASIC SKILLS IN VOCATIONS WHICH HAVE
TESTING MATERIALS BUILT IN_ $

Education'-Agricultural d,
.._

'Mastering Technical Terms: AG, Power/Auto.
A4errill, 1976. Indianapolis: Hobbs-

,MathcematiCa For Agriculture. Publication AG.-73 from the NeVJtrsey
VecatiOnal=TeChnical Ourridulum Labbratory.1

Distributive Education
-Donze; J., et al.. Distributive Education: Communications.Instructor's Curriculum. ED. 110 459.:

Logan, Wand Freeman, .H. Mathematics if: Marketin.g- New YOrk:
Gregg/McGraw-Hill, 1978.

Aowe, K. .G.ommtniications in Marketing.
1978:

New York: Gregg/McGraw-
,

#

andDaVis; T. ": Mathematics for Health Careers.,

York:. 'Delmar:- 1980._

MaaterineTecbnicrEiL Terms: Nursing.

"'Occupational.Home Economics

0

Indian'apolis: 'Boobs- Merrill,-

.:PraCticl Problems in Matliema
.Albeny"±Veie:Yor eltar 197.

andliiindi, A. S
Business Communication. Belmonti. Calif

7

.e,
tics-rOffice WOtkers.

9;,
UB si c'-English For

grata: Fea:totiP.itraan,

-si"Effe'etiveEgligh for4Business Communi-.. 4

'564;11.41?ePernst:1!144:1.,:

1.Lt and`Ptlier, Applied Business
?South- Western,. 1975

., 7v--
4

7.



INtwkinson, B., Teacher Guide --And Test Answers To Ten Office Education
Mini-Manuals on Office Communication Proofreading. ED 146 320.

Himstreet, W., Porter, E. J., and Maxwell, G. W. Business English
in Communications. Belmont, California. Fearoftl;Pitman, 1975.

Martinka, Vocational Mathematics For Business. Cincinnati:
,Soilth-Wegtern, 1978.

Words At Work: Clerical/Office. Norwalk, Connecticut: MIND, n.d.
A

xh
-Technical, O ccupations

Mastering Technical Terms: Building Trades., Indianapolis: BObbs-
Merrill,. 1976.

Trades and Industrial

Ball, J. Practical Problemi in Mathematics-Masons. Albany, New
York: Delmar, 1980.

Building -Industrial -Communications: Listening, Speaking, Writing,
.Reading. Grade XII. ED 088 053.

A

Cooper, G. S. 'and gagisos, J. H., eda., Metrics' for [55 separate
occupations]. Columbus, OH: National Center For Vocational'
and Technical'Education, 1977. ED 134 767.

D'Arcangelo, B., D'Arcangelp, B., and Guest, J. R. Mathematics For
Plumbers and Pipefitters. Albany; New-York: Delmar, 1973.

DeLtica, J. Pract,cal Problems in\ Mathematics- Printers. Albany,,
New York: Delmar, 1976.

Haines, R..G. 'Math Principleso.For Food. Service Occtif;Atione-..Albany,
. New York: Delraari 1979.

Hale, G. S., et~ al. Modern Mathematics as Applied To Machine Trades.
ED 110 717.

Hendrix, T. G. and LaFevor; C. S. Mathematics 'For Auto Mechanicsk,
Albany, NeW,York: Delmar, 1978...

HeOpa, V. Math' for Masons. ED 164 816
..

Hoffman, E Practical Problems in MathematicsrMachinists. Albany,

Huth" Problaidairi Mathematics- Carpenters.
-NeW-York: Delmar, .1979;-

. -
.

'Industrial Communication Reading, Speaking-Listening, Writing,
Grade XII.- ED--088 051.

Albany,

;.



4

Kubala, T. Practical Problems in Mathematics-Electricians. Albany,
New York: Delmar, 1973.

Larkin, J. Practical Problems in Mathematics-Mechanical Drafting.
Albany, New'York: Delmar, 1979:

Mastering Technical Terms: Welding. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill,
1976. 1

Mathematics For Commercial Foods. Publication F0-1'14 fromthe New
Jersey Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory.

Mathematics For Cosmetology, Parts 1 and 2
from the New Jersey Vocational-Tecc

Mathematics for Sheet ;Metal Fabrication.
1970.

. Publicationp.LC-21 and -22
al Curriculum Laboratory.

Albany, New York: Delmar,

Moore, G. Practical Problems in Mathematics-Automotive Technicians.
Albany, New Yqrk: Delmar, 1979.

Schell, F. and Matlock, B. Practical Problems in Mathematics-Welders.
Albany, New York: Delbar, 1975.

4Schumacher,F. Practical Problems in Mathematics-Sheet Metal Technicians.
Albany, New York: Delmar, 1973.

Words At Mork: Auto Mechanics. Norwalk, Connecticut: MIND, n.d.

General V tional
.

.

.

.Curric lymCommittee of St. Paul Technical Vocational Institute-..
A thmetic For Careers. Albany, NeW York: Delmar,-1979.

Fairba s, and Schultheis; Mathematics For the Consumer.
Ci cinnatit South-Wegtern, 1980. .

Herr, N K. Basic Mathematics.Operations. ED 120 546.

Her4r, N 'Becimils and Percents: A Math Practice Booklet.
ED /0 548.-

'Herr;
B

.InStr

'Fractiona_end Their Applicationb: 'A Math Practice
gpj2o.549:.

4.00
ctional Materials: Vocation-Related English. B:D,065 665.

L., Fegmani:R.,,and 8asserath, S,...,The_Consumer in the
Marketiaceelmont, California: Fearon-Pitian01976.

PriCticaigilleMs in Mathematics- Consumers., Albany,_
New Yorkt 0161mi.4-1975:.-

33



Schell, F. R. Practical Problems in Mathematics-Metric System.
Albany, New York: Delmar, 1980.

Thompson, L. L. Consumer_Mathematics. Encino, California:
Glencoe, 1977.

.10 .

Weagraff,. P. J., and Lynn,.J. J. Communication At Work. New York:
Gregg/McGraw'Hill, 1980.
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Appendix D'

READABILITY ANALYSES AND RESOURCES. FOR DOING THEM

4 .
. \ 2.

Analyzing Printed Materials to Determine Readability. Modfile Two of the
Teacher Training Program for Vocational.Teachers.' Tallahassee:
Florida State University Vocational Reading and'Math CBTE PrograM,
undated. .,

Butz, R. and Gundbalan,"L. Vocational Reading Pager. gannal (Revised):
Minneapolis: The EXCHANGE, 1978. , . , .

..9,

. ,
.

. ,Bennett, J. G. and Munerief, M. C. ,Instructional Materials'For Occupa= ,tional Education. Ithnca, N. Y.: Cornell-Institute For OCcupational
. Education,.1975.

.

,,:,.........,..,,,,,

.

q.Bormuth, J. R. Development bfReadability Analysis. Final ReQort of Project
No. 7-0052; Contract No. OEC-3-7.-0704.7-0326. Bureau of Research,. ,k

Office of Education, U., 3,.. Department of Health.Echibation, and .',\Welfare. March 1969.

Readability Study.
Center, 197-8.

Minneapolis: Minnesota Instructional Materials

t.v

i'Walker, N. and Boillot,,M.e A, computefiZeeTeading
EducationalT4chnoloiy,-1979, 147=49.

I&Lmasky, D. S. 'An AnalYsis"Of Vocational- Technical
Materials Used Within the State of Connecticut.
Bloomfield Public Schbol,-1979.

Education Textbooks and
"Bloomfield, CT: "'

7
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